
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ABOUT  
 

A unique and refreshing take on various modern core styles 
emerges from Oldenburg (Oldb) in the north of Germany. Each of 
the six members of RESTRUCTIVE can look back on a long history of 
involvements in various metalcore, deathcore and hardcore 
projects. Nowadays they combine their individual musical 
influences, skills and preferences to create something refreshing. 
The result is a distinctive blend that is driven by fast and technically 
demanding modern metalcore riffs and complemented by brutal, 
engaging beatdown breakdowns and intricate djent parts. This 
explosive mixture is lightened up by catchy choruses - an 
unmistakable overall sound that will not only force you into the 
mosh pit, but also firmly anchor various catchy melodies in your 
brain. As if that wasn't already enough, short moments and 
passages that are completely uncommon in the genre are sprinkled 
in regularly, breaking up the usual familiar structures. As a result, 
there is plenty of variety within and between the songs to be found, 
and some serious surprises await. Lyrically, the songs deal with 
major problems and difficulties of modern societies, which are 
insistently shouted and sung into the world by the two singers 
portraying two opposing sides of intra- and interpersonal conflicts. 
The live shows are of a high musical quality and, in addition to the 
instrumental and vocal expertise, also impress with dense 
arrangements and atmospheric on-stage lighting effects. 
 
 

 

INFO 
 

Genre ......................................... Modern Metalcore 
Origin ......... Oldenburg, Lower Saxony, Germany 
Label .............................................................. No Label 
 

 
 

MEMBERS (LTR) 
 

David Reiher ........................................................ Bass 
Kai Flathmann ................................................. Drums 
Patrick Weeken ............................................... Vocals 
Bastian Bostelmann ...................................... Vocals 
Jannik Schneider .............................................. Guitar 
Malte Schoon ................................................... Guitar 
 

CONTACT 
 

David Reiher 
Bremer Straße 68 
26135 Oldenburg 
 

+49 (0) 176 26275946  
 

Press ........................ press@restructive-official.de 
Booking ............ booking@restructive-official.com 
 

LINKS 
 

Web ....................... https://restructive-official.com 
Instagram ....... https://instagram.com/restructive 
YouTube ........ https://youtube.com/@restructive 
More ............................... https://lnk.bio/restructive 
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